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ATTN: PLASTER JOINT CLADDING 

INSTALLERS THIS IS FOR YOU  Warranty provisions using FIRECRUNCH (FCA) 

Read CAREFULLY BEFORE COMMENCING....
Plaster joint setting using FireCrunch (FCA ) products are slightly different in procedures plaster compound products are 
warranted by pro plaster qld, who have tested the FCA product with it's compounds .FCA does not warrant any other 
manufacturers compound products , installers must ensure they proceed exactly to the compound manufacturers 
instructions .FCA  warrants the FCA product in fire and other specified areas of the FCA material capability 
https//:firecrunch.com.au/recommended-products/ and 
https//:firecrunch.com.au/technical-specifications/

1. You can use other brands of compounds and toppings, however for their own commercial interests BORAL, CSR,
 KNAUF ,BGC and other plasterboard manufcaturers , will only warrant their own SETTING COMPOUNDS with
 their OWN supplied plaster board. Fiba Fuse and similar taping products can be used externally, please carefully
 check manufacturers instructions before use and only use paper tape internally.

2. IMPORTANT NOTE ,Internal set joints DO NOT, leave a 6mm fire sealant gap between INTERIOR set FCA boards.
 If you are also the FCA board installer ,gun 3 beads of fire sealant down the internal wall stud face only, press boards
 onto sealant and screw fix min 12mm from edge leaving only a 1mm sealant pressured gap between boards, screw
 fix as to WEB site instruction manuals , firercrunch.com.au/technical-specification.com.au/ Use normal plaster set
 compound standard procedures .

3. IF BOARDS HAVE BEEN INSTALLED BY OTHERS AND DO NOT MEET THE ABOVE SPECIFICATION, THEY WILL  
 HAVE TO BE RESET TO SPECIFICATION BEFORE SETTING PLASTER JOINTS 

4. Set expansion joints at minimum 4 / 5 metre intervals ,and over and around doors and window areas, in good industry  
 practice

5. IMPORTANT PRE COMMENCEMENT PROCEDURE . Ensure that the recessed edge AREA of FireCrunch board is
 WELL PRE SOAKED with a wet sponge, on warm days over 23 deg c ,prior to applying the first coat of compound
 and tape, as FireCrunch is more absorbent than plaster board and the compound moisture may be absorbed before
 the joint is set cured.

6. USE ( 40 FASTER MINUTES SETTING) BASE COMPOUND with paper tape , ( Use only Trades 40 from Pro
 Plaster ) 2nd coat screed out to 200mm per side or your experienced considered distance. Use PRO
 PLASTER 4 T fine topping and feathering out to 250mm for even flush finish.

7. FireCrunch is a fire and finish board which delivers a minimum class 4 finish. For paint application, first seal with
 Rockcote MgO primer sealer you can then apply water based paint or texture top coats or render. Use prep coat for
 extra top class 5 commercial finish.

8. FCA 10mm CAN BE DEEP SCORE SNAPPED, when cutting ,USE BENCH SAW, use regular timber cutting blades
 and DUST EXTRACTOR,.. WEAR A MASK.
 FURTHE INFO CALL 1300 933 120 OR Email technical@firecrunch.com.au
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